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Other Supplementary Material for this manuscript includes the following:
(available at advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/5/4/eaau9490/DC1) Movie S1 (.avi format). Self-sensing capability of 3D-printed helmet with rGNs. Movie S2 (.avi format). Self-sensing capability of 3D-printed smart helmet with aGNs. Recently, various alignment methods have been used to fabricate reinforced composites with aligned fillers. The shear force is usually used for fiber alignment by extruding materials through a small nozzle [28, 49] . The shear force from the peel-off process will also make the alignment of fillers [50] . For the magnetic field alignment method, decoration of fillers with magnetic nanoparticles is necessary [25, 51] ; otherwise, the magnetic field has to be extremely high (e.g.,
15T for pure MWCNT) [52] . This requirement leads to additional magnetic particles added to the materials, which may adversely influence their mechanical properties. In addition, the interface bonding between inorganic fillers and the organic matrix plays a crucial role in mechanical reinforcement of composites. The mask-image-projection-based stereolithography (MIP-SL) process used in our study possesses high dimensional accuracy and high fabrication speed. The controlled electric field has been widely used for the alignment of Au nanowire, gold nanoparticles, carbon nanotubes, etc. [53, 54, 22] . We presented here an electrically assisted 3D
printing method based on the MIP-SL process to fabricate nacre-inspired composite with aligned graphene nanoplatelets (GNs). First, the surface modification of GN with chemical groups promotes the interface bonding and load transfer between inorganic fillers and the polymer matrix (discussed in fig. S1 ). It is noticed that when the loading of GNs is low (<2.5 wt%), the alignment of GNs is easily controlled by an electric field. But for a higher loading of GNs, the electrical alignment method is difficult due to the high viscosity of nanocomposites. In comparison, the shear-force-based alignment method can work with the loading of fillers up to 60 vol% [59] . In the current study, we did not change the direction of the electric field during the layer-bylayer fabrication process. It is because the Graphene nanoplatelets have the same in-plane orientation hence there is no need to change the electric field direction in the electrically assisted 3D printing process. Besides, the aligned CaCO 3 platelets in natural nacre do not change their in-plane orientations over layers [60] . However, the shifting of the electric field direction over layers can be easily realized by adding a rotation stage, which has been achieved in our previous study on the additive manufacturing of the 'Bouligand' patterned multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) [22] .
The comparison of the density, shape complexity and electrical conductivity of the nacreinspired structures fabricated using different methods is listed in Table S2 [ 25, 55, 20, 22, 11, 44] . The results demonstrate our 3D-printed nacre has excellent properties including low density, improved electrical conductivity as well as complex 3D geometric shapes. The interface bonding between the reinforced fillers and the polymer matrix is of great importance because it affects the load-transfer and energy exchange efficiency in composites.
The surface modification of GN has been used to address the problem of low interfacial strength between interlayers of the artificial nacre. The surface modification of GN also allows the use of The alignment keeps at a good level with the increment of loading up to 2 wt%, but loses its efficiency at 2.5 wt% because of the aggregation of nanoplatelets ( fig. S2F ). The aggregation of
GNs will lead to defects in the 3D-printed composites and the related poor mechanical property. Figure S3 shows that the cure depth decreases with the increment of GNs loading (the cure depth was tested based on the set curing time of 30s). The projection time may be adjusted for different filler loadings. The uniformity of the layer thickness in the electrically assisted 3D printing process shows its good control of the 3D shapes in building reinforced architectures ( fig. S5B ). The SEM images
show the interlayer bonding is strong in the layer-by-layer fabrication process with no defect found between adjacent layers. S6A ) [24] . The curved morphology of aGNs will absorb more energy during the shape changing, which leads to the increment of strain ( Fig. 2C and 2F ) [60] . When loaded, the aGNs sheets extensively slide against each other. The chemical bonding between aGNs sheets and polymer matrix will be stretched and broken along the sliding direction, resulting in the dissipation of a large amount of energy. When the loading is further increased, GN sheets are pulled out, which simultaneously results in stretching and curving behaviors ( fig. S6B ). .
Weak hydrogen bonding exists in many natural materials. For example, the bone exhibits excellent fracture toughness due to the sacrificial hydrogen bonding between mineralized collagen fibrils [10] . Hydrogen bonding networks formed between GNs and oxygen groups on epoxy diacrylate and glycol diacrylate (two monomers in MJ photocurable resin) ( fig. S8A ).
Different from the groups in Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) that can only act as a hydrogen bonding acceptor, the hydroxyl groups of epoxy diacrylate can serve as both hydrogen bonding acceptors and donors. Furthermore, the covalent C-C bonds in the epoxy diacrylate chain further link the hydrogen bonding into a multi-connected bridge, resulting in much stronger interface interactions [58] . The π-π interaction is also formed between oxygen-containing groups on GNs and aromatic regions with benzene rings in photocurable polymer [40] ( fig. S8B ).
Meanwhile, the -Si-O end of APTES binds to GN and forms crosslink bonds with each other [41] ( fig. S8C ). Similar to the interlock between adjacent platelets in nacre, the Si-O-Si groups act as covalent bonding that promote the interlock between adjacent GNs. The synergistic effect from hydrogen bonding, π-π interaction, and covalent bonding between adjacent aGNs leads to high toughness [42] . The surface modification of GN leads to the chemical bonds on the surface which serves similar purposes as the mineral bridges in the natural nacre. Such bonding constrains transverse expansion and promotes interfacial hardening, which further increases the energy dissipation. As the load continuously increases, the GNs sliding and transverse dilation happen.
During the process, the interfacial hardening plays an important role when nanoplatelets slide.
The interfacial bonding between GNs and the polymer matrix increases the load transfer and reduces the relative sliding [8] . The 3D-printed structure relies on a combination of mechanisms operating at different length scales to achieve high toughness. The synergy from the bioinspired nanolaminated architecture and the improved interfacial bonding leads to high mechanical toughness and ductility as well as the improved electrical conductivity in the polymer/aGNs composites. Similar to the natural nacre ( fig. S9A ), large-scale crack deflection generated by the aligned GNs and the enhanced interaction between layers greatly contribute to the improvement of the 3D-printed nacre's mechanical properties. At the microscale, graphene nanoplatelets are stacked like bricks by the alignment ( fig. S9A ), which is similar to the CaCO 3 platelets in the natural nacre ( fig. S9B ). The MJ polymer serves as the mortar that bonds aGNs together ( fig. S9D ), which is similar to the protein in the natural nacre ( fig. S9B ). 
A comparison of crack deflection in the natural nacre (A) and the 3D-printed nacre (C). Schematic diagram
shows the brick-and-mortar structure in the natural nacre (B) and the 3D-printed nacre (D). Figure S10 shows the fracture of 3D-printed nacre after compression. Note that the crack is focused on the tip and propagates after the compression, which corresponds with the simulation results shown in fig. S10B . The natural nacre also shows a fracture on the tip after the compression ( fig. S10C ). Under loading, the weak hydrogen bonding in the GN-based artificial nacre is first ruptured and stretched along the sliding direction of graphene nanosheets, dissipating a large amount of energy. When the loading further increases, the π-π stacking between the polymer matrix and GN breaks. Then the strong covalent bonding between adjacent GNs as well as the network of polymer molecules will take the load, leading to the curving of the graphene nanoplatelets. The essence of the synergistic toughening effect is to simultaneously maximize the enhancement of the weak non-covalent and strong covalent bonding. Consequently, the mechanical properties of polymer/GNs nanocomposites are much improved [40] . 
Droptower impact test:
The impact performance of the 3D-printed helmet was tested using a drop-tower instrument.
Multiple specimens (a total of five) were tested at an incident velocity of 2.4 m/s. The tested specimens were fixed on a platform. In the impact test setup, the helmet (0.36g) exposed to the round impactor of 110 g in mass. The impactor dropped from a fixed height (h=0.3m) onto the clamped specimen. During the impact test, an LED was connected with the helmet to demonstrate the self-sensing of crack formation. After the impact test, the damage to the specimen was further analyzed for both random GNs (rGNs) and aGNs. 
Flexural strength test:
For a rectangular sample under a load in a standard three-point-bending setup (without notch), the flexural strength will be :
in which F is the load at the fracture point, L is the length of the support span, b is the width, and d is the thickness of the sample. The test samples were fabricated by the developed electrically assisted 3D printing process. The MJ/rGNs samples were built without using electric field while the MJ/aGNs samples were created using the designed electric field. All of the samples were fabricated for 30 layers with a layer thickness of 50 μm. The widths of the samples are 3.5mm. The setup to test the resistance change of the 3D-printed helmet during compression is shown in fig. S13 . We used a micro-controller (Arduino) to measure the resistance change during the compression and the drop-tower impact. For the constructed RC circuit, we used an RCTIME function provided by the micro-controller to measure the resistance.
For the RC circuit, RC
The measured resistance changes during compression of the 3D-printed helmet for different loadings of rGNs and aGNs are shown in fig. S14 . This interconnection forms a nacre-inspired 'brick and mortar' structure, in which GNs act as brick and the polymer matrix in between serves as mortar. For simplicity, the thickness of the Graphene nanoplatelet is ~8nm, for 1.06 vol% loading of aGNs, the thickness of the polymer is calculated to be ~0.75μm ( fig. S15B ). The gap distance is much smaller than the diameter of GN (25μm), making the strong bonding between different layers of GN. The large surface area and surface modification of GN also make efficient load transfer between the polymer matrix and aGNs under loading. The schematic diagram in fig. S15B shows the crack propagation in composite with rGNs and crack deflection in composite with aGNs. Note that the interconnected layered aGNs leads to crack deflection. The 3D-printed nacre shows the 'brick and mortar' structure similar to that of the natural nacre with crack deflection behavior even with low loading of GNs. The small volume fraction also leads to the lightweight property (density 1.06g/cm 3 compared with 2.58 g/cm 3 for natural nacre), which is essential for applications such as wearable armors. The 3D-printed nacre with the loading of ~1vol% aGNs shows comparable specific toughness with the natural nacre, demonstrating promising applications of the developed electrically assisted 3D printing method. As shown in fig. S16 , for simplicity, we used a cube with size 1mm×1mm×100μm to calculate the interconnection of aGNs in the 3D-printed structures. Considering the volume fraction ~1.06%
of GNs and the thickness of a Graphene nanoplatelet (~8nm), the gap distance between parallelly aligned GNs is estimated to be 0. 
